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Abstract. Learner assessment in learning games (LG) is an interesting research
area for both academia and industry. The play traces resulting from the learner’s
activity in LGs with large state spaces and a large amount of free interactions, are
hard to analyze and to interpret by teachers. In this paper, we present a frame-
work to assist the building of an expert’s solving process that is the base of the
algorithm that analyzes player’s traces and generates pedagogical labels about the
learner’s behavior.
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1 Introduction and positioning

Learner assessment is considered as a key issue in Technology-Enhanced Learning
(TEL). Learners are not all alike, and it is interesting to assess the behavior of each
learner who uses the system in order to implement adapted scenarios and provide feed-
back. Our approach aims (1) to be seamlessly integrated with a LG, rather than pre-
sented as a separate artificial assessment disconnected from the nature of the task and
(2) to compare a learner’s behavior with experts’ solving model.

Our research focuses on learning games which simulate process (physical, indus-
trial, business, etc.). In this kind of complex systems with a large amount of freedom in
interaction, it is hard to model game actions and experts’ solving processes in order to
understand and to analyze students’ activity. Thus, our objective is to assist designers in
building a model of the experts’ solving and to compare it with the learner’s solving in
order to generate a description of learner’s behavior, readable by teachers and designers.

Several research had already considered the issue of automatic assessment of learn-
ers by analyzing play traces. Thus, in [1], the authors propose a methodology for ex-
tracting conceptual features from student’s log data using a two-dimensional context-
free grammar. This contribution is focused on puzzle games like RumbleBlocks4 or
Refraction5. Other research used Petri nets to describe experts’ solving of “Case study”
games and proposed an algorithm to label learners’ actions [2]. However, this algorithm
is adapted to unique type of games (case studies) and is not at all suitable for learning
games with large state spaces and a large amount of freedom in interaction.

4 RumbleBlocks: http://rumbleblocks.etc.cmu.edu/ accessed April 4, 2016
5 Refraction: http://games.cs.washington.edu/refraction/refraction.html, accessed April 4, 2016



Our approach shares the same objective with these approaches but aims to propose
a scalable and generalizable framework giving more accurate pedagogical information
about the learner’s behavior. The pedagogical labels defined are based on the compar-
ison between the learner’s behavior and the expert’s solving of a game level. Fig. 4
depicts the global architecture of the assessment framework. In this paper, we focus on
the workflow that assists designers to built the model of experts’ solving.

2 Assistive workflow to build the expert’s solving process

A key point in our methodology is to model the experts’ solving process by a executable
model and to assess the learners actions by comparing them with this model. Like [2],
we choose to use Petri nets which is a powerful modeling formalism in computer sci-
ence, system engineering, and many other disciplines (see [3] for details on Petri nets).
Petri net combines a well-defined mathematical theory with a graphical representation
of the system’s behavior. The theoretical aspect of Petri nets allows precise modeling
and analysis of system behavior [4]. However, modeling a complex simulation game
with Petri nets is a difficult task both for game designers and experts. The main difficult
task is to assure consistency between Petri net modeling and game simulation. In our
framework, we propose an assistive workflow to semi-automate the Petri net building.

2.1 Example: The frozen door

We illustrate our contribution with a simple example of a frozen door. Fig. 1 depicts
a simple Petri net of a door that the player can open or close (in the initial marking,
the door is closed). If the door is connected to other game objects like a key, then this
Petri net is extended in order to match with the simulation (cf. Fig. 2). In this second
Petri net, the door is locked and the key is required to open it. We also added a boiler
into this game level that the user has to turn on in order to solve the level. In the initial
marking of this Petri net, the door is closed, the boiler is turned off and the key is in the
inventory.

Fig. 1. Petri net of a door
that the player can open or
close.

Fig. 2. Full Petri net of a frozen door. Only gray arcs are man-
ually added. The other places, transitions and arcs of this figure
are built automatically.

In order to implement the automatic learner assessment, we construct two Petri nets
semi-automatically. The first Petri net is called “Full Petri net” (FullPn) and includes all



actions that learners can perform in the game. A FullPn models game simulation and
its marking depicts the state of the simulation. The second Petri net, called “Filtered
Petri net” (FilteredPn), is a part of the FullPn and includes only actions used by experts
to solve the current level. It embeds the expert’s action sequences allowing to solve the
game level.

The building of the FullPn is a challenging task due to the high number of actions
that the learner can perform in each state of the game. This building process has to be
automatic or at least semi-automatic. In our work, the semi-automatic building of Petri
nets is based on the definition of game objects and their properties. Each game object is
described by the actions the user can perform on. For instance, in the role playing game
we used to test our framework, the object “the door” can be opened or closed, the object
“the key” can be grabbed or discarded and the object “the boiler” can be turned on or
turned off. The objects and their properties are described in a user friendly editor called
Tiled6. We have implemented a complex XSLT transformation to build a Petri net from
Tiled game object descriptions (for instance, Fig. 2 is the result of this transformation
for a simple level, only the gray arcs were added manually). We can summarize the
benefits of this transformation process by the following points: (1) the transformation
process is weak-dependent on the game level because once the game objects are de-
scribed in Tiled, the transformation is not changed and the game object can be reused in
several levels; (2) the effort of developing the transformation is performed once, while
we can use it many times, at each game level; (3) the transformation generates less
errors than the manual building of Petri nets; and (4) the Petri net building has to be
validated/completed by LG designers, but the validation task is less time-consuming
and less complicated than building a Petri net from scratch.

Once we have built the FullPn, we filter it by removing transitions that are not used
by experts, in order to build the FilteredPn. In the example of the frozen door (cf. Fig. 2),
the objective is that the player opens the frozen door. The expert’s solving consists in
turning on the boiler and opening the door with the key. Formally, it corresponds to fire,
in sequence, the transition “turn on boiler” and then the transition “open door”. Fig. 3
represents the FilteredPn that results from the filtering of the FullPn of Fig. 2. Once
the FilteredPn is built, we compute its reachability graph that serves us to analyze the
learners’ actions.

2.2 Workflow overview

As depicted in Fig. 4, the designers start by using a user-friendly graphical tool to build
a game level. From this high level game description, we use an XSLT transformation
to build two files: (1) a low level game description that is compatible with the game
engine and (2) a Petri net that describes the game simulation (the FullPn). An expert
can play this new level (several times if several solutions are available) and the game
engine traces the expert’s actions. These traces are used to filter the FullPn and build
the FilteredPn. We notice that a non-expert’s trace could be used to filter the FullPn,
for example an original and correct solving made by a learner positively assessed by
teacher can be added to the expert’s traces to enlarge the FilteredPn.

6 Tiled: http://www.mapeditor.org/, accessed April 4, 2016



Fig. 3. Filtered Petri net of the frozen door. Only
transitions (actions) used by the expert are kept
from the Full Petri net, here, turning on the boiler
and opening the door. Fig. 4. Global architecture of the assess-

ment framework.

Once the FullPn and the FilteredPn are generated, they can be validated or com-
pleted by expert/designer manually in order to include constraints not configurable with
the graphical editing tool. Then, this validated FilteredPn is used by the labeling algo-
rithm to label learners’ actions pedagogically.

3 Conclusion

The work presented in this paper deals with the assessment of learners’ behavior in
learning games. This paper focuses on a workflow to help the designers to model ex-
pert’s solving with Petri nets. We illustrated the methodology with the simple and peda-
gogical example. This framework was used to design 18 levels of the LG “Les Cristaux
d’Ehere” and produced full and filtered Petri nets of these levels automatically. On av-
erage, the Petri nets produced by this way are composed of 22 places, 19 transitions and
59 arcs. The most complex Petri net produces more than 127 000 game states.
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